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List of contents, annexes,

Annex 1, add at the end of the list new sheets, to read:

“........

Sheets WP21W (only for signalling lamps)”

Annex 1,
sheets P21W/1 and P21W/2, replace by the new sheets P21W/1 and P21W/2;
sheets P21/5W/1 to P21/5W/3, replace by the new sheets P21/5W/1 to P21/5W/3;
sheet R10W/1, replace by the new sheet R10W/1;
sheet PY21W/1, replace by the new sheet PY21W/1;
sheets H8/1 to H8/4, replace by the new sheets H8/1 to H8/4;
sheets H9/1 to H9/4, replace by the new sheets H9/1 to H9/4;
sheets H11/1 to H11/4, replace by the new sheets H11/1 to H11/4;
add the new sheets WP21W/1 and WP21W/2;
reading as follows:
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